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"7 Palestinian Victims Die in Syria Including Three Sisters 

Die Due to Torture" 

 
  
 The Siege Victims Toll in the Yarmouk Camp Raises to 173 Victims 

 Artillery Shelling and Mortar Shells were Dropped at the Vicinity of 

Khan Al Shieh Camp 

 Health Crises at Khan Dannon Camp in Damascus Suburb 

 Following the Opposition Control over Idlib, a Number of Palestinian 

Detainees in the Syrian Prisons were Released  
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Ismael Jameil Shabaan 

Victims 

7 Palestinians died in Syria including three sisters died due to torture in 

the Syrian prisons; they are: 

"HiyamSaad Al-Dein," 19 years, "AhlamSaad Al-Dein," 21 years, and 

"AmalSaad Al-Dein," 24 years died due to torture in the cellars of the 

regime prisons, Palestine Branch after being arrested during the a raid 

by the Syrian security forces at Al Raml Camp in Lathakeia at the 

beginning of 2013. The Syrian security forces handled their IDs to their 
families. 

"DeimaMujahid," 18 years from Homs Province also died due to torture 

in the Syrian prisons after being detained for more than three years. It is 

mentioned that was arrested while the Syrian security forces implemented 

an arrest campaign in a neighborhood at Homs on July 2011. The Syrian 

security handled her ID to her family. 

"Walaa Abdul MenamKhalil," 25 years from 

the Yarmouk camp died due to torture n the 

Syrian prisons after being detained for more 

than two years. It is mentioned that members 

of Fatah Intifada and GC handled her to the 

Syrian security services in charges of entering 
food supplies to the camp. 

"Ismael JameilShabaan," 42 years from the 

Yarmouk camp died due to torture in the 

Syrian prisons, while the Syrian security 

forces handled his Id to his family. It is 

mentioned that he was arrested at the 

distribution point at the entrance of the camp 

during the distribution process to the besieged people. He was arrested 

on 20-5-2014; he is a father of three children, raising the toll of torture 
victims, who were documented by the AGPS, to 370 victims. 

"Mohammed Jamal Mohammed Ali" died due to the lack of medical care 

because of the siege imposed by the Regular Army and groups of PFGC 

on the Yarmouk camp, raising the siege victims' toll to 173 victims. 
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Mohammed Jamal 

Mohammed Ali 

Recent Updates 

The toll of the siege victims raised yesterday 

in the Yarmouk camp in Damascus to (173) 

after the death of the refugee "Mohammed 

Jamal Mohammed Ali" due to the acute 

shortage of medical services suffered by the 

camp because of the continuation of the 

regular army siege and groups of the Popular 

Front - General Command on the camp, What 

led to the suspension of all hospitals and 

clinics except for Palestine Hospital that 
works with its minimum capacity. 

On the other hand, a number of shells targeted 

the vicinity of Khan Al Shieh camp in 

Damascus suburb. The shells targeted Al Qusour farms and the area 

around Al Salam highway, which led to a state of tension throughout the 

camp. Meanwhile, all roads linking the camp and the center of the capital 

Damascus are still closed except for (Zakia - Khan Al Shieh). 

In Khan Dannon camp, Damascus suburb, the residents are complaining 

of the aggravated crisis of "sewage", which has not been addressed 

months ago, has led to the spread of clogged stench, and muddy water in 
some lanes of the camp, in addition to the spread of insects and rodents. 

 
The crisis of "sewage" In Khan Dannon camp  
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The residents renewed their demands to the UNRWA and the Palestinian 

Refugees Body in Syria to work to put an end to that problem and fix all 

the "sewage" lines in the camp. It is mentioned that Khan Dannun camp 

receives hundreds of Palestinian families who were displaced from their 
camps because of the shelling and the siege. 

Turning to the north of Syria, factions of the Syrian armed opposition 

released a number of Palestinian refugees from Khan Al Shieh camp in 

Damascus suburb after they controlled the city. The detainees were in a 

prison of the regime and were arrested at Idlib by the regular army 
checkpoints members two weeks ago while trying to reach Turkey. 

It is noteworthy that the AGPS documented, till today, the arrest of "819" 
Palestinian refugees in the Syrian regime's prisons. 

 

Numbers and Statistics till 29/3/2015 

 At least 27933 Palestinian Syrian refugees have reached Europe 

during the last 4 years. 

 The Yarmouk Camp: - Siege, imposed by the Regular Army and 

PFGC, continued for 631 days respectively. In addition, power 

cuts continued for more than 711 days, water was cut for 201 days 

respectively. The number of victims due to the siege has reached to 

173 victims.  

 80,000 Palestinian Syrian refugees escaped from Syria to the 

neighboring towns, including 10,687 refugees in Jordan, 51,300 in 

Lebanon and 6,000 refugees in Egypt, according to UNRWA 

statistics till February 2015. 

 Al Husayneyya Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the 

residents of the camp to return back to their houses for 532 days 

respectively. 

 Al Sbeina Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the residents of 

the camp to return back to their houses for 502 days respectively. 

 Handarat Camp: - Residents have left the camp for 704 days after 

the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

 Dara’a Camp: - It is now almost 348 days without water and 70% 

of its buildings were demolished. 
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 Jermana, AL SaiedaZAinab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Camps in Homs 

and Hamma: - A relatively quiet   situation in light of the 

economic crises. 

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: - Roads linking the camp to the city center 

are still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Sheih road.  


